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:11The, baseball season began earlier this month and it .will end sopetite in
September when a new- game,:so to spetC will begin for New Jersey educators'. As
of September 1 school dtstriots will begin their annual evaluatiOn of tenured
teachers as mandatedby the state board of education. The s tate board is', I "

belieVe, reacting to pressure from society which is unhappy about many elements
in our -lives. (When things go wrong in our societp--whether we're losing the
space raa to the Russians or losing the urban middle claseto the suburbs--
the schools are the whipping*boy.); In:this paper .ishall look .at one aspect
of in-serVice teachef .improvement from the yantage,Ipoint of game theory because
I belieVe Nt can 'glean some insights to use in preparing individualized profes-
sional improvement plans 'which areprescribed as part *of the written annual
evaluation report. or each New Jersey tenured teacher.'

What Game Theory'Isi

Game theory ,4erives from the now c14sical 'book by John von Neumann and
Oskar Morgenstern in 1944; Theory of Gamqs and Economic Behivior: Its origina
-purpOse .was to providea new approach toiexamining economic prOblems. In 'the last
few years the use of .game theory has spread-to other social scienCes such .as
sociology, .political- science, and psychology; Game theory deals with-conflict
situations**where ratipal.people trypto ma4imike their gains and minimizes their
losses. Game theory is La.scheine-foi imalyzing situations where people with dif-
ferent interests who can make alternve choices affecting the outcome of the
situation are rational and infommedi In this 4,!ay it is a mbdel .for dise'ribing
and predicting, behevior given-the conditions specified by the model

Game theory is' closely associated with games of strategy such as chesi,
cheCkers, and tic-tac-toe., This is so because the pattern of rational beHavor
is the.'same in these. games of strategy as in social conflict situations that
demand .ratio alityachievement of gbals at the .minimum cost under specified
conditions. In these games, as opposed to games of chance such as craps and
roulette, -se eral key elements are present: (1) players are 'rational; in respect
to making so es; (2) there are conflitts of.interest- since a itin by one player

t4:5
ii*Scessitates a loss by theother; (3) a number of:alternative' moves are available;
and (4) playexs can estimate the consequences of their moves, recognizing that

© important consequences are a- result of their oWn moves andttle moves -of the other
players over whom they have no. control. It is because of ,thi's.'clOse association
with games of strategy that game theory has 'She name it has' cfespite the factkthat
it origihated as a mathematical approach to economics.

1

Ct) *Invited paper-presented at the first annual meetitng.oethe New Jersey Educational
Research Association, East Brunswick, N.J.,. April 27, 1979. Mis paper is a

revision of an earliek one presented to the Amelrican Educational Researth
Asociation.
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Thera are, seven fundaientat concepts of game theory which diserve 'attention
as we look at, conflict sitiationa. (These are in addition to csuch common '

game terms as players,Imovesl cOmpetitions.'win,,,,lose, and goals.) First and
foremost is the, concept of game. . A game .is 'a -situlition*which,lnvaves decision
making.ly a players or Players with certain goals-in mine As .a reault of the
deciOons (that is, moVeS)iof the playersand also possibly as a result.--of
chancethere .ia an O'littome or outcomes for ,the players in Oa form of a. reiard
or pUlliShIllent.:: In afigame each player maintainsrational:Aohtrol over personal
moves. s- It is obvious:that such w'concept of game is hot,:friovolous mor-,does it
Amply sonly such recteation activities,as chess, bridge, poker...and golf. I
According. to .this concept, there are -conflict situations in real life:. in ,such
areas as politics,lhisiness; law, education, personal affairs,- and war which
we can Call gemes..:

;

Thia concept'of 'gime cappears-in the Popular psychology of grit SIMS.
Games People Plare;' A Psychology. of Human Relationshi s-and Thomas Harris.,
i'm at You)re OK.? Pleactical-rtaide to-Transact on' Malys's. These 'Vsy-
alologists,*pplyitfie 'coicept of game to daily inTerattion among peopie. The
game offers ,ans eaiily comprehended and acces,sible analogy. l'here tire.'obvious,'.
and useful4parallals between the competition and aggression found in gimes
and' that fbund often in.other aspects of human' interaction.

.5
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The 'Psychologists label tha various-patterns cif interperaonal conflict
behavior which merge among people as games and intorpret the actions as well
as the 'results lor their clients sand readers. With the familiar concept, of
game to build-upon they are 'able to bring psychological ,insights.4to poi:Vie who
wiah to understand and thereby 'improve their interpersonal behavior; These
psychologists., however, do not quantifY the consequences of .an
alternative behavior as do the game theorists. The game,, for these psycholo-
gists, .is a model, a springboard, for psychological insc t'and' self-Improvement.

The .secona, concept in game thew), is strategy. S *tail is a complete
description of how a player will behave under every pos ible circumstance.
(Note that in game theory- language "player". is equal to decision maker and can
refer to ,a single, personb 1,team, a corporation, a state, or any unit of
people 'acting together with the same interest.) Strategy thui refers to the
set of moyes that a player makes so as to achieve a goal. $tiategy takes ,into
account what the *other playar will ao. That is, if I make.move A, then my
opponent will make move B, and then I will make move C.

'In game ',theory the' best strategy is the one that wilapermit a player to
win or to .gain self-protection from whatever- the opponent can do; The basis
of calculations in determining which of several 'strategies to take is the
assumption by a player that the opponent is not.only rational but as quick .

witted aid sharp as the rules permit. A player who..beliWifes that the opponent
is not rational and whose otrategy relies on nonrational moveS, from the
opponent auffera in game theory.

The third basic Concept is payoff. Payoff refers-to the value of aliven
move as it coincides with an opponent's move. Let us, assuwe.that two player",
Pat and Chris, each have:two Possible moves, A and B. There'are then'fOur
possible toiebinations-of -moves: AA, AB, BA, BB.' For each of those 4 combina-
tions there is a payoff for Pat and a payoff for Chris. Ihe payoffs may or
may not be the same.. Thus, for example, if Pat.moves A and Chris moves Al ihe
payoffs might be 2 and 2, or' 2.and 30'or 7 and 2, dep,ding tin the situation
specified.. Or any other Set of values.

I
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In game theory the payoMeppear in-Mathematical terms so as to asceitain

readily which payoff is preferred over the others. The,list ofhpayoffs for each

player according to the various combinations ofAoves is called the payoff

matr# or payofftchart.. Xnsocial situations,it is difficult to assign nu-

merical values to.each combination of moves but it often is .necessary so as

to facilitate the analysis of *the conflict situation.. Pot without numerical

values and only with ordinary :language it-is sometimes impossible or at least

Itazar'dous.to determine whieh combination of moves is'praf rred.

The fourth concept is,rules, In every game there #e r,ules which direct

theplayers in' making their moves. The rules structure,thegame; without rules

there is no'game.: In game theory it is necessary to 9arefully'4ecify the

rules so that each player can clearly know them and thus ladve rationally ac-

cording to them. In parlor and athletic games itishieasy to locate and specify

the rules of the, game. However, in social, politic,al, economic: or ,psycho-

logical conflict situations itils not easy to ascertain all the rules directing

the moves of the paiyers,' Yet; if we are tc; ana1/6 social conflict sitAations

we must-attempt tó:ascertain the 'existing rules siOce they affect the deted a

tion of strategy; To understand the other playe s in the conflict we need to

knew by which rules they operate, .Por.exampie,/em Israelis'must determine .

what rules the Egyptians live by if they Are t determine-their own policy

regarding peace negotiations. .

*The fifth concept is information. _In every game,certain information, is

available to the players. In chess each,pIayer has equal and complete access

'to information about the game. Chess it.,s a perfect information game:

Not all games are perfect infolination game, however. , Bridgeo for example,

is not a-perfect information game since eaich player knows whAh cards are

personally held but does not reveal them ;to the opponents:. In social conflict

-sitvations it is not possible te have a perfect information game. In large'

scale situations players ofteniretort to/spying in order to increase their .

information so as .to better determine their strategy. Thust the U.S.A. had

spies in. Germany in the 1940's in order to find out the locatibn of airplane

and 11-2-rocket factories so that ivcould plan bombing raids successfully,.

The sixth concept is coalition. 'This concept ,is important in games wilere

there are more than two players. In games of .3 players or more, two players

can agree to cooperate as a means of defeating a particular player. When the

coalitionists win, they share the.payoff, equally or unequally as influenced

by the strength of each player. Coalitions are.temporary and subject 18

dramatic chang. Change-often comes ab9ut. due to,a double-cress by one of the

coalitionists. Though there may be temptation te'double-cross a fellow coali-

tionist, the risk of retribution is also high. Players wild are double-crossed

often seek revenge on.the violators of the coalition because the loss of t6
t

payoff as ?ell as the sting of loss of face hurts.

The seVe'nth cone is timing. The importance of timing arises from the

recognitiqn that play s.have imperfect information as they plan strategies

and coalitions. Whet 4 player makes a certain move, 36( is significant because .

the effect of any ven move musi be seen'in light of fhe informaiion as op-

ponentAlas at thavmoment. There is a time context.for.each move a player
makes, and this context'is one which the player must carefully consider.



The most popular Of the:games people know is'the two-player zero-sum game.,

In this game two players oppose each othPr with each aiming to4win thg game.

If one wins,,then oif necessity ore player loses. This is called a zero-sum

game 'because the players' interests are diamftpricallybpposite and the sum total

'Of wins is always zero.since a loss is consid-ered a4t4ative win.. For 'xampie,

in chess, baseball, basketball, tennis, and kin-rumty there is always one win-

ner ana one loserl The zero-sum gime, especiakly the perfect infermation'game'

of which chess is the prime example,' has had theatteptioniof many.analysts" :

4 because it is possible ta woek out strategiei;.rules,, and payoff charts with'

precision.
it A 1

Another.type of game is thexwo-player,nonzero-sum:game. -In this game:the

total of wins'does not equal zeiosit:ce'thesinterests of the players are not

diametrically opposite. In the,nanzero-sum lame there are elements of Compe,

titian and cooperation between the two'players.s The again :of one player is not

necessarily0the loss of the other since in a given outcome both players can

benefit though in varying amounts.. Mostsocial, conflictgamei are nonzero-sum,

' games. For example, if we view the business world.from a game theory perspective

we sPe that two competing .soaP companies can both lose.money if they loth engage

in costly a'dvertising;campaigns. On the other'hand, if- they-cooperite theAwo

compani's can each increase profits. Similarly, in politics the gain in public

esteem of ope politician need not come ,atthe expense of another; It is possible

for two rival pciliticians to increase their rapport -with their public SImul-

fineouslys It.is significant to note that*alihough Most socia,l-conflict games

-are not inherently zero-zum games, they aFe played as if they are.. I'shalI

comment on this again later.

The difference between these two types -of games, zero-sum And nonzero:-

sum, is enormous. It is the 'difference between opposite interests and Ilixed

interests, where one,involves only competitiOn, the other involves elements of

competition and cooperation. If we view the interaction between the U.S.A. and

Russia on nucLear armsolimitations as a zero-zum 'game rather= than a nonzero-

sum game, we surely.will arrive at a view which depicts Russia'as our enPmy

and not as a partner in peaceful preservation of the world. .

a

Applxing Game Theory:to Teacher Education

Let us now look at teacher ed4cation using these game theory concepts--

game, strategy, payoff, rules, infdrmation,, coalition, timing, pl,ayers, moves,

competition, wins lpse, and goals. *To focus our analysis we shall concentrate

.an the concept of payoff. First, however,there is the need to show that'a

conflict exists in-in-s,ervice education so 'as to justify applying these concepts

in the first place, k

I t

S.

Whn we look for conflia, we see several areas not just one. There is

the conflict between addinistrators and teachers regarding in-service activiti

.Anyane who has ever conducted an in-service workshop or.given a lecture in a

school on a professional day for teachers bears'witneA to the resistance

teachers show to attending, let alone to cooperating. Administrators want



their teachers to attend the workshop but the teachers often resist, and'

.
.there,in exists one' source 'of conflictIn the school.?'

- ,

Conflict also often exists between administrators
1

and teachers,regatdimg
,

., the direction and .goals of th:o 'school. .Sometimes an administrator wishes to

introdu

7

e a new program only .to: find the' teiCheits1 fesistapt.to change, subtly

. and 'not sci subily refusing tlf.jealie the old for the' adenturous new. Some-

times a .teacher, having picked up a new idea at,',,a conferende tr, conqntion Or

university class, wishes to . venture 'out into a fresh iarea,but finds an ail-

ministrator who xes.ists by- nbt offering financial or, educational suppor,t', In

either case, a stalemate results as each side becomes pie proverbial immovabre
,

. .
object. ,. . ,

4 .
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ige can noW loek- at one specific-'gae played ij in-service education

shall call this game the Workshop 44me.L ,
Here the, administrator sets up a

workshop, for Vie teachert to tAttend'-in order- to learn the necepary skills and' .

knowledge, ta implement a new 'program in' the sch01. The -administrator expects

every teacher to attend, .and every teailer knows thist., The, teachers there-

fore, -begin to consider Whether or npt to 'attend. TheY .ask, ttWhat is the

utility' of not 'attending the workshop major not cooperating with, the workshop-

leader? They know what the 'payoffs fo'r their mOyes are fi7m, their past ex-
.

.

perience or they learn from a vocal colleague.

There ' s d pills, and a .minus for attendihg and cooperating just at , there, is

for,a plus and minus for not attending and/or not cooperating. ple teachers

know that if they attend and cooperite they-I./ill learn some peti skills and

knowledge and at the same time b4come part a the schoo1's mission by sitar-
ing .in the feeling of camaraderie. Also, they will get' involved in- subsequent

long and hard/committee work and a .threatening situation, which is unpleasant

eYen though it will eventually lead to professional change and growth. -The

Situation is threatening in that the teachers will feel the need for chai7.ge as

they become challenged in regard to -their' current program and behavior.

They also know what will happen if only a few attend while others stay away

from the workshop. The 'ones who do attend 'will, bear the brunt of needed caM-

mittee-mork as well as- harboring *anger because those who do not itttind will

appear to benefit by haying more free time.

There is also a plus and minus for a, teacher who does, not attend'and/or

cooperate. The plus indlutles (1) free time; (2) 710t being-put on the defensive .

during the workshop py,questions about the old programnnd ignorance of the

new one; (3) not b,?ing pui in the role of a student, a role a *teacher usually

doesn't like, vis a vis the wOrAhop leader; and (4) avoidance of future com-

..mittee work which is generally distasteful and time cons-milt. The minus is

a function of ail teachers making the same decision. If only one teacher

"cuts" the workshop, to use the language of the' schools, nothing much- negative
Oc&ITS ,pveral Tto the-school ihnce the, workshop will succeed in any case.

However:, if they all don't attend and/or 000perate, then (1) there will

new program for the students;, (2) the school loses its pistion; and (3) there

-,14/111 be little professional change and growth (stagnation) for the teachers. ,

Any particular teacher only shares a fraction .df this negative result

whereas 'for the positive one the teacher gains the full utility personally.

In consideration of the two payoffs,4a given teacher decides'to stay away from



41
the workshop, either ,pllysically or mentally. But so-does the next teacher,
.and the next, And the next Anall finally the workshop fails and the negative
.re it..,accurs., At thiS,point the .new program does not become a part of the'
scho 1 arid ttie entire, school suffers, includiAg,of course, the teachers 'who
do nok attend and/or co4erate. .

.). I A
. ..

s ,scenario fox thelWo s op. Game' is a familiar *one: It bears a stron
, 'resenfb Ance to the failibus tw6, person ponzeto-sum game calle'd the Prisbner's
Dilemma. To best understand--the, Workshop Game it is i-rorthwhilp-,to ,biiefly

.,dbtetAT in order to inspect phe p*off chart of the 'Prisoner's Dilemma: It will'
serve ,subsequently as an analogue &or the payoff chait of. the WorkOop Gime,

-1 and wç can apply analysps common to i:i to teacher e4tiation. BrieGy, .illi: til :
. Prisoner ',s Dilemma .two prisoners are each asked separately' ta corlfeSs:,to,..a

iobbery teportqpito the police. .Each is tokd 'that th.e penafiy 'in-terms:6'f time
s .in ijail depends on his decision and the other's decision..' Figure-1 shows

the.payoff chart for orle version of the crime,
-

. -

. .. ... .. ... ..
e).

INSERT FIGURE

Now,, since both, prisoners are' rational, each realizes that' there is
temptation for personal gain ta confess and get' the 'shortest sentence. Each
also realizes that for self-protection-lt is neCessary to confess because if
not, it is possible to be, stuck in jail for 3-5 years, This -Will happen' if
one piisoner confesses and one does not. So to' minimize pot'ential penalty,
each .confesses. ,The net' result ;for' each is a 2-3 year sentence which iqk longer
than the sentence (11/2 years) if both hact trusted each,other and riot confesse$1..
The:.dilemma arises in thaT -each person acts in what appears to be Individual

. self-interest and yet'the.result is WOTSC fat End of detour to get
acqyainted with.the Prisoner's Dilemmai,

When we- put -the payoffs of the previous sce-Tiarlo 6,bout the Workshop G
into a complete payoff chart similar to that of the Prisaner' s pilemma we .

get the chart shown in Figure 2.

INSERT FIGURE 2 -

1,

, This payoff chart for the Workshop Game is the same in internal structure
as that of the Prisoner's Dilemma. We can see this by identifying- four types :

of specific payoffs.'141thin the- chart. There is a payoff for each teacher when
all sttend and cooperateN,Fo1lowing the standard,procedure in game theory we

:



label this pattictilar payoff "R,".which derives from reward f# mutual

cooperation. There is a particular payoff when all:do not attend and/or do not

.cooperate. We label this payoff. "P," which-derives from peialy for double

defection, from the cooperative position. There are payof s w en one teacher

.doess not attend and/or clops not cooperate and the others do attend .and! cooperate.

The particalar 'payoff for the defector %ft label "T," which derives from

temptation for defecting from:the cooperatiVe* Position. The partiCular payoff

for those who do'attend and cooperate we label "S," which deriiies' from sus-

taining the cooperative position,
a

"1 When we' losok 'at all'four particular, payoffs tog ther we see.that in the

Workshop Game, as in the Prisoner's Dilemma, we can.write an inequality by

using the 'symbol ">11 tos mean "better t4n." Thus vp, have_T)R) P>S. .This'

means that the temptationpayoff is better than the-reward payoff which is

better than the -penalty 'payoff which is better than the _sustaining payoff.-

Now tha weve established that flits inequality existsand.,that it.,is the

same' for the*Workshop Game 'as for the Prisonerls Dilemma we are in a position

to make several 'fruitful:and insightful comments about the Workshop Game.

.Tirst and foremost we see that such a paybff chart leads the teacher not

to atterut and/or cooperate with colleagues and the workshop leader. The

teacher recognizes"that at least in the short run the payoff for individual

self-interest (T) is the best one.. Thus 'the tep,cher defects for it. Other

teachers' see that Eor self-protection they, too,, must 'defect This is so be-
cause the payoff for attending and cooperating when ,others don;t (5) is not as

good as the gine for double defection (P). .So, to maximize potential payoff

outcoMe knowing that P>S each teacher defects (that it, doesn't attend and/or

doesn't cooperate). The teacher does so in order to avoid the undesirable role

of the Martyr who suffers at the hands of the original defector.,

,

Such reasoning shows thatl,whcn each teacher acts in what appears to con-

stitute each's own best self4jterest, the payoff is not as good_tas when

teachers cooperate with each o her. _Indeed, this is' the dilemma facing teachers

in-service educdtion. Nicho4son, in his examination of this' type Of &lemma,

slates that such reasoning in conflict si,tuations goei Counter to our first im-

pressions but nevertheless holds trues He puts' it this way:

Individual rationality in this case does npt lead to social

ratiOnitlity, which is, a disturbing conclusion and violates man:Y.,

intuitive preconceptions of the consequences of individual rational

Conduct.' Intuitively one feels that, if everyone 'is motivated

only'bi his- individual self-interest and acts according to some

precepts of rational conduct, then either all, or, at least some,

of the actors should be better off. However, :this case' Shows that

this is- not true. Two people acting according to rules.'of

individual self interest'both fail to achieve as much according

td this criterion as if they Ii*d violated such ruIes-.3

This dilemma and its reasoning are not uniqt.w to teacher education for we_

haVe the same one in our _judicial system, and it leads to witnesses confessing,

turning state's evidence, and plea bargaining for lighter sentences..
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Politicians )1SW-similar reasoning in the dilemmas they face in regard to

nuclear. disarmament, ':feer ,exatple, Game theory as 'a model allows- us to identify .

these similarities; and nete that all people try to set their goals 'down itn,
underi:tandable form, .delineate the choices available :to theni,. predict, the

probable .consequenceSof each decision, and assess the value,of eit-h Of'the

possihle outcomes.

What Snyderipays about the commonality be ween political scientists.who.
'examine cenflict situations-and.game theorists appliei to educators asAifell who!'

stUdy,conflicts in educationi!
fl-

Both:aim to reduce a series 'of-'soci'aI actions and.a wide:variety
of human behaviors to, some'sort of order. Both'are confronted .by.

- complexity, of phenomena , . AII AMst select And_interpret data

from a large body of seemingly:undifferentiated events and Condi-,

tions concerning mhich knowledge is rarely' Complete.: The central

.band between the game theorist and the student of-politf.cs is the-

commom interest-in decisions, decision-,making, and onflict.- AU
policY-m4ers must-sooner 6r.

later try-to sefect a successive course

,of action from among. IlternatiVes. Thilinvolyessa,prediction of

*consequences based on asseSsed probabilities..4-
!

Second-, the use of a payoff chart directs us to focus -On key-elements:of

a conflict situation. We immediately 1)eg1n to seek insweis to7 What are the'

players' goals? What do the players know? What moves can the players make?

What are the consequencesof each:available move? What are the rewards.and

punishments (gains and losses) for ihe vossible outcomes? In_Seeking these

answerS me clarify our understanding of'the conflict'situation So that.we can.
.explain it_ to 'others and have a conceptual sprin6oard:lor settingup a m6re

desirable payoff chart. (I shall pres'ent two possible more desirable charts

shortly.)

. Ihird, as we further examine the WOrkshopGame's payoff chart, we see that-
it presents a nonzero-sum game rather than zero-sum game. That.is, the Work-

shop Game is eSsentially different from basketball, chess,,and Poker. The game

is not one of wins and losses; kt is:not.a black:and whiteesituation as in'a

zero-sum game. Rather, it is possib'le for players to do well together, to have'

mutual interests.' The nonzero-sum game gives .rise to th'e difemma between indi-

vidual rationality and,sociaI rationality. The recognion of this dilemma,

indicates why teachers of good wilI interested in their own-professional welfare

often do themselves, their schools, and Ileir students a dissermite in the long
run. This is disturbing 'but enlightening.

- .. ,
.

,
,

.
,

Once we realize that we are in a nonzero-sum game, then It .eho.ves us to
. . .

,
act accordingly. A wrong or distorted perspective leads to in,: . iate action.

Remember what, action Machiavelli prescribed for his prince becaus4.his concept

:of power involves a 'zero.-sum model rather than a nonzero-sum model..' That is to

say, for Machiavelli a prince who increases his own power diminishes the power,

of another prince and vice versa. In short, secrecy, bluffing, defection, and
strici.cOmpetition which a-re appropriate to a zero-sum gime are.inappropriate
and perhaps disastrous in a nonzero game. Unfortunately, there is a tendency to_

.



see things in Mhchiavelllan, zero-sum terms.; event/hen these teims are inap-

propriate Or ,qven'actuany destructive.

Fourth, by focusing on the payoffchart Of the Workshop' GameNand on i.6

dilemma.we.begin.to.recognize the need for concerned teacherss.tq, setup a... 4

.series of small.situations.w4ch will lead.ultima ly to opting for Social'ration-
. . .

ali.ty. These will increase;:the4robability-: y:i yol4will-:-that those in-

- vpixed%ip.kaiger ,Eonflict situations will operate.wIth each'otherLdfOr long .

run.mutualb,enefit rather than shOrt run idividual benefit. -Not'. pnly,0

.teacher need eii)drience in opting for soc rationality bqt also rules which..
will.guide their actions. These rules help lock us

,

into.eollective.ration-

.-,decide'WhiCh move make ,

. v A

f .

a
/

lltyifor Mutual long term benefit thatme*neeehet ponder'the conf14'ct:
each tO.me in order to

.

.. .

, Fifth, -this looKat,the payoff char directs u.fo'look at-patterns of .

4..nterattion among players of. agame,rath -than the intentions of the player.
It'is.instructive for both an anatyst an decision: maker to ask "What did'.

Teacher Jones do .when,Teacher Smith made.love A?" and "What was the payoff.for
the teachers'when Jones responded with,move B to.'Smiths move A?" Such ques-

tions Are more helpful than the common question, "Wh4tAid Smith intend by.
.move_A?" This is in line with the famous-story aboa Napoleon who is said to '
have.dir-eCt&his-generals,net_to-consider intentions'of.the enemy but theit.
capabilities asthey planned'theii'drin mOves.-

Bey2pd'Ondetabding andinto.change

tor

*

In his sem of a book, Process 'consultation: Its Role in Or&anizatiOn
Development Schein_builds.on a key assumption, namely thAt i'managers often do'
,not knolt what is wrongand need spakcial.help in _diagnosing what their' problems

actually are."S ,The tast cipfthe.protess consultant is to help 'managetsvtriagnose
their situatiiins. I:submit:that.the.in7service educator ftinctions as a process
.consultant and:therefore has,the task of, helpihg teachers see in an insightfpl
way thse "human'proc'esses which occur" in'theit School. Moreaver, the 'in-

,,serviCe educator, has the task sof guiding teachers to find possible alternatives
to the cdrrent situation causing difficulties.

.i *

I. shall cite only two facts to demonstrate that there,is an urgent need to
Titer the current situation: First, in a recent survey of teachers.86% reported
that they are dissatisfied with in-serifice,education today.6 Nevertheless; in-
56'rvice.eduCation is the primary avenue for us to use if we wish to Teach today's
teachers. 'In the State of N Y,, which I OlieVe is not different from other
states, 84.6% of the t.-,..chers by 1976-77 held permah# t certification.7 This

means that these teachers hadno legal, need to return to university classes for
further study.

With this situation in mind let me,present two essential taiks of in-service
educaters once they understand the nature.4the'Workshop Game as diagnosed.
above. The first task is to identify the Workshop Gam te teachers and,to 16.ad
them in a.di,agnosis of ihe consequences involved in playing that game *ith the
payoff chart .aS fi as now constituted This is a deliate task but not a
difficurt or impossihip one. It does, howeverrequire knowledge_and tact.
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With oppor une discussiions it surely is within, thereach of in-service''-ed cators

to succeed in helping teachers understand the game they are playing.

The iecond task the strucial one, is working with teachers to enter into

playing a new game. -By new game I mean the Workshop e with a different pay-

off chart which will lead the teachers to decisions o g ant with the impisove-

ment of teaching via social rationalify. This nec sitat $ that the in-serviCe

.educator itve in mind some payoff possibilities to offer eachers and'io discuss

with them As a way -of beginning that new game. Let me $ gest two possible

,payoff char:ts whicel believe are 'preferable to the current one suggested

earlier. Both are preferjable 'to the current Workshop Game because' they lead

teachers to choose more desirable payoffs.

The first payoff chart appears in Figur4

INSERT. FIGURE 3
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Note that in this new gauie. we build- on the old one and change the inequality,,

among the,four payoffs. Here wp have R>S>P>T rather. than T> R> P> S. This .

new ineqUgity is achieved by bolstering the rewards for cooperatingUith other

teachers since ye have added two more positive elements: (I) 'approbation of

the professional and lay communities; and (2).-many credits toward a pay increment .

ife also make the temptation to d'efect (T)k most unappealing.. Thus the reVard foia

cooperation- (R)-' is .the best payoff. Moreover,. even If someone defects, the
teacher who sustains cooperation still.receives a good payoff ($) which is -the:

next best payoff.

We ti.n call this payoff chart the fdealiit/Fool chart for the peigon who

defects would be .a fool to do so. .7he person who cooperates initially and. then

suitains that- pOsition by attending *and cooperating with colleagues is an

educational idealist deserving of high--compensation. By thanking thetpayoff

inequality we lead teachers to make.a'decision which is cooperative. This ,is

what ma`kes this payoff- chart- prefereable to"tie,.one for the current WOrkshop

Game.

The second possible, new game has a related but' different pay.Lff chart.

This payoff chart appears in Figure 4.

*.wAleWomo.Ww a fl www.+*** *

INSERT FIGURE 4
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In*this payoff chart we also build on the current one but 'change around
the cooperating and defecting moves. That is11here we admit that teachers who

cooperate _do so in a current situation which is undesirable. Furthermore, we

wish to lead them from such a payoff.

To accomplish this' we make the'inecivality here 1>0>.0 S. We make ihe

j.emptatioil to defect:so appealing that zeacher will opt for it (T). In so -

. doing the teacher will entice other teachers to defect also since the payoff for
.4ouble 'defection (P) is still better than R and:4 We actually lure pverybody to
defect and we, ate pleased because P is qUite des4able. Though P is-lipt as goqd

as T,it is .better than R and 4. Note that R here is equal to the T of the current
Worl(shop Game shown in Figure 2.

Thus we can call this game the Leader/Follower game ihe leader-is willing
to try something new and desirable and is willing for, other teachers to fop?w
suit. In effect the leader says, "I'm going io change because the payoff is Itc-v

good. If you don't follow me, you'll suffer the consequences of stagnation. If

you do follow me, we'll rall be better off and that's just fine with me. I'd .

prefer that you follow ,the but even if you don't I'm Changing anyhow." Thii is

what makes -this payoff chart also preferable to, the grit for .the current Workshop
, Game.'

m lementi Chan or New Jerse -'s)Ten red Teachers

The question now is, i.'HoW can we change. the current Workshop Game,so that
we can implement one of the two new payoff charts or some other one which will
lead to teacher improvement? .my brief answer is, "By Prevailing upon teachers
and supervisorp--whether department chairpersons as 'supervisors 'Or building
principals as supe.visors--that there is a-genuine need for change and ad-
venturbus risk..taking. We have created the current Workshop Game, and theiefore

can revise it. It is tbt part of nature like the ImmoVable mountains and the
deep oceans." 't

Let 'me rersate emphatically that the first step toward revision is repon-
.

ceptualization. 'the result of this step, a revised payoff chart as I have sug...'
gested earlier, may be enough' when presented to teachers to lead them to change.
The, powei of reconceptualizing a problem is brought home to me by Ryle's8
analysis.of the classic Greek paradox of Achilles and,the tortoise, as formulated
'hy Zeno, Lec me remind, you about this paradox. Achilles is chasing the. fortoite.
"Achilles 'is .in yurSuit of the tortoise and before he catches him he has:to: reach
the tortoise's starAng-Iine, by which time the tortoise has advanced a little way
4ead of this4ine. So. achilles hai now to make'up this new, reduced lead and
does so; but by the timet 116 has done this, the tortoise has once again got a
little bit further ahead." Thus there always 'ma:mins something for Achilles to
maks. up, and the tortoise is always ahead of Achilles,

This paradox is well known and had* puzzledme for years because I couldn't
figure out why the speedy Achilles doesn't satch the slow tortoise. Zeno had
created a mental box for me, so to speak,' and I couldn't get out Of his box. I

was trapped into thinking the way Zeno had Ied me to think, and,so I never was
able to resolve th* paradox posed: Achilles catches the tortoise- according to
common sense and experience but does not catch the tortoise. according'to Zeno's
lormulation. Only through ,Pie seconceptualization offered by RyIe was I able
to get out of the box I %vat in. I had to se# the problem differently and tlwn
I was able to solve the prbblem. I shall not attempt to paraphrase Ryle's
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.. .
.

sontion for you because thcwould be a- digressihn from my point,. which is the
..,,heed for and goiter of seeking a-new way to .Icook at .1,problem. .F Ayle,s com-

plex-And flluminating -soltition'l refer-you .to his book Dilemmii. ,
. , .

\ :12

, As ,J .see it,' then, once, we ire :alai& of spate% alternatives:6 the current
-Workshop Game, and I have offered two possible alternative Payoff.charts; .the
second step for bringing,abOut -ohange,is the.indtViddalized professional
proveient Tian which, the:teachers and supervigor waft develop -together. ,- e
Pr.ePi-rationt of an iterovement plan:: is prescrihegkbY- Xdlintstratitte Cede I .

wh4ch .nianOtelfs the.annuat eyaluation of tenured teachers,in the first
place.. liere is.lthe.oppottunity ,fbr .the Supery.isb*.(t11e Wdmi:sistrative Code-r
uses the generic-A-ern ysupervisor" for all-thee.who -.wr1.te-.1r04.14tion reports) ,

to make suggestions' -and take.,16stand.for a changed payoff chart-for the
,Workshop,Game: (I continue to 'focus on the Workshop aise becaUse

echication,1is and '1 believe will continue to be 'the priiarys motifs for helping ,
teachers to;.develop- their professional skills I recognize that there are
.other,_approachei to teacher improvement,' and what-"V say regarding the utili-za-,
tion of the individualized professional improves* plan ::for changing the

..cigrent Workshop 'Game -could -probably apply-also-to theie other approaches.).

A,

In.developing the improvement plan the supervisbr has-the opportunity
not only to make suggestions but also to explain' how the 'rewards; in,the system*
can" anewill change. The supervisor can and should discuss the 'rewards with the

;teacher, always making sure that the rewards for coeperation and improvement
are more favorable than those.for resistance and stagnation. If/necessary,
the supervisor end teacher must work together to influenceother people, pro-
fessional and lay, to change the rewards over which the two of, them have=

4issuediate control, For example, if necessaiy; the supervisor and teacher
sh campaign for= bringing pay increments to the .teachers who suctessfully

e a specified uries q--workOops ankdemonstrate the implimientation of
change in their interaction with students. .

4.am.not proposing threat, bribery, or manipulation. I am ploppsing
leadership; r am strongly advocating that superviiors become Tristructipnal
leaders by sincerely carrying out the task assigned to' them by the Administrative
Code. Yes, let-the supervisors 'reward 'tenured teachers who improve let them
specify in the isprovement plan how thek want, their teachers tto act eV let them
equally specify what ;the rewards, are according to a reconceptualized paypff
chart: Let them be explicit 'and firm. Let them take a stand leading to' and:

.supporting change.
-

We' each' already know enough abouthuman action to realize that people
reipt5nd positively 'to rewards. But,, if you want to read.resear0 onthe effect
of rewards en teachers, I refer ,you to the research of Stephens" who show s
-that innovative teaching-practices are related to the reward system in schools.
Accordin to Stephens, in discussing his research, "the results indiOt* tbati
the crucial variable associated with, innovative classroom behavior is the reward
system as perceiyed by .the,teacher. This factor is related fo teacher behavior
more strongly than perlived norms or even bne's own aftituda about rewards and .
norms.... ..41 conclusiton, 1 can be said that,- regardless of -own-attitudes and
perceptions of norms, innovative teaching was related to the reward SYstei in
the schools studied here."12

-New Jersey- educators have before them the fresh possibility for improving
their schools. They must become part of the solution rather than. remain *as .part
4
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9f 'the proWem for maintaining the currentlio4shop Game,. Ipplementing a new::
..payoff chart may be 'difficult,. I aamit, because many people bplieve that the

current Workshop Game benefits tti&m, at 'least in* the shrt, run Though we have-'
formulated,the curxent payoftchart, it may be a tryinetask to 'create it mind
set capablt of %.:7eicoihing

4,1t ' a

We need.conVictibn and perseverance regarding teacher improvement,*and the
insights :,ftom game theory'cart guide out thinking and action. Let us employ *the .

:cpncepts of game, trategy,' rules, inf9rmation, 'coalition, ;timing, players,
nives,_goals;, competition, and particulatlypayoff, the, colicept focused,oh in
the paptii.,:.Let us talk about teacher:improvement .andesizow that it is a.non-
rercr. s.um game requiring CRoperation. We may.not.2be able 'to kcomplete :the' tasis of. s

, -- inRlementing' a. new. Workshop 'Gee , but, as , the Talmud -wisely reminds Vs, wl3must
' not desiSt frpm beginning.* mission and striving' towaid ,its Completion,9. , o. s..., . t .-. ,....
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